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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. There were 243 women and 4 times as many men at the stadium. There were 

392 more children than adults. How many people were there at the stadium 

altogether? 

2. There are 2389 coins in Box A and 2531 coins in Box B. How many coins must be 

moved from Box B to Box A so that there will be 120 more coins in Box B than in 

Box A? 

3. Each blouse costs as much as 3 T-shirts. If each T-shirt costs $19, find the cost of 

24 blouses. 

4. Lilian had $180 more than Melissa. Natasha had half as much money as Lilian. If 

the 3 children had $870 altogether, how much did Natasha have? 

5. Randall had $1200. He bought 28 bags at $35 each. How much money did he 

have left? 

6. The total mass of Isabella, Jackie and Kelly is 165 kg. Kelly is 18 kg heavier than 

Jackie. Isabella and Jackie have the same mass. Find Kelly’s mass. 

7. Jason and Michele had 320 pebbles. After Jason had given 106 pebbles to 

Michele, Michele had 3 times as many pebbles as Jason. How many pebbles did 

Jason have at first? 

8. Mr Tong bough 144 boxes of apples. There were 10 apples in each box. There 

were 4 rotten apples in each box. He threw the rotten apples away and repacked 

the remaining apples into packets of 8. He then gave each pupil in his class 2 

packets of apples. How many pupils were there in his class? 
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9. The number of beads that Jolene has is between 50 and 80. If these beads are put 

into containers of 7 beads each, there will be 1 bead left. If these beads are put 

into containers of 9 beads each, there will be 6 beads left over. How many beads 

does Jolene have? 

10. There were a total of 200 eggs in baskets A and B. After 20 eggs were transferred 

from Basket A to Basket B, there were still 14 more eggs in Basket A than in 

Basket B. How many eggs were there in Basket A at first? 

11. Aaron’s monthly allowance was $720. He spent  
1

2
  of it on food and  

1

4
  of the 

remainder on clothes.  

(a) How much money did he spend on clothes? 

(b) How much money did Aaron spend in all? 

12. Kevin had $40 less than Gary. Brandon had 4 times as much money as Kevin. 

Jenny had $20 more than Gary. If the 4 children had $800 altogether, how much 

money did Jenny have? 

13. Ivan bought 2760 blue and black marbles altogether. There were 4 times as 

many black marbles as blue marbles. He then bought 129 more red marbles than 

the black ones.  

(a) How many blue marbles did Ivan buy? 

(b) How many red and blue marbles did Ivan buy altogether? 

14. Harriett had $180. Patricia had  
1

3
  as much money as Joshua. If the 3 children had 

$436 altogether, how much money did Joshua have? 

15. Mr Low employed some painters and builders for his construction site. A painter 

was paid $20 a day and a builder was paid $35 a day. Given that he employed 4 

times as many builders as painters and a total of $1280 was paid to these 

workers for the day, how many builders did he employ for his site? 
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